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Dr.Ashutosh Gupta is a well-known and leading Dental Surgeon in
East Delhi India. He has completed his B.D.S. in 2007 from Meerut
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interested in Cosmetic Dentistry and Conservative ...

About Us
Dr.Ashutosh Gupta is a well-known and leading Dental Surgeon in East Delhi India. He has
completed his B.D.S. in 2007 from Meerut since then he has made his name in dentistry in Delhi.
Being interested in Cosmetic Dentistry and Conservative practice, he has attended a number of
conferences, lectures, seminars, workshops and hands-on programmes to flourish his skills and
knowledge.
Cure & Care Dental Clinic is a place where he strives hard to provide excellent dental care in a
comfortable, friendly, and professional environment. This environment enables him to treat each and
every patient that comes to his clinic with exceptional care. As a result, he is able to achieve
outstanding dental outcomes.
He does everything he can to make his patients feel comfortable about his treatment. This starts by
involving his patients with the treatment process, and explaining how he can help save their teeth. He
utilizes state-of-the-art technology such as operating microscopes, fiber optics, ultrasonic
instrumentation, and digital imaging to deliver the highest quality of care. Advanced technologies
along with specialized techniques gives him a very accurate view of the tooth, and allow him to treat a
patient very quickly and comfortably.
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/worldwide-logistics-i-limited/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Bonding Dental Treatment

Digital X-Rays

Cosmetic Filling

Dental Implants

Kids Dentistry

Porcelain Veneer

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES:

Orthodontic Treatment
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Nature of Business

: Service Provider
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